This ia the second issue of REVIEW, It is also the last one.
My original intentions regarding this magazine were to provide
a sounding "board for both rayself and fandom, which would appear
at frequent intervals and keep abreast of current happenings in
the field. I felt that by st riming all frills from its produc
tion, I might be able to ■’ir? it out with the desired frequency.
The use of hektography wns partly inspired by the ease arid rapidity
with wiiioh it could be used.
"But, I, personally, had never before used the process. I was
appalled, upon "buying my first set, to learn that a 24 hour waiting
period was csaoamended between each usage. I attempted to follow
this at first. But heavy shadows resulted even so. Then I dis
covered the shadows could be removed by washing with lukewarm water.
Ard the hektograph could be used again immediately. This of course
' gradually wore away the surface of the hektograph. But I felt I
could afford to purchase a new hektograph for each issue if necessary.
However, this issue required three hoktographs to produce. These
layers of Jelly are so thin that the sponge wears them away after
nine or ten uses* So I’m throwing in the sponge. of courset It
is possible to mix the -iouff yourself and I could get a deeper pan,
but I understand you have to c^qK- it, and, living in hotel rooms,
I have access to no fires*

Getting into the mail fast was to be one of REVIEW’3 strong pointe.
Due to the delays in having to order two hektographs by mail, thia
issue took over two weeks. And I1® 80 disgusted with the whole
thing that I’m abandoning hektogr^phy completely. As explained
previously, no ot^ar Reproduction process for REVIL”./ is practicable
as long as I am on the yoad., so this means the death of REVIEW.
I’ll h^ve to admit this saddens me a bit, since I had high hopes
'"or it ug n unpretentious mag that could just roll on and on tor
years, like vom. But it wasn’t to be.

So all of you who have ^5? marked aB exchangee on your own fanzine
List, kindly cross off my name, 1 no longer have anything to exchange.
WASTEBASKET will probably ceass Publication after the next iegue,
and I have email hope of finding any method to continue it, even
on an annual basis, ag long a9 I am traveling.
To the half dozen or ao yf you who aa,ici ^ind things about REVIEW,
thanks.

FEVIZ4, Volo 1P No. «
1B published and edited by Vernon Lo McCaino This Usuo
f*^8 it yIU £l°® 3oat^®» Washington but all correspondence of
any sort should go to th* editor at the following address, R.F.D.#3
a; pa, Idaho,,

J™
•’wrt Krm./'. freq.Mnoy. Th* answer 1. that
IEVT3W will appear whenever I feel like it, or to be aore epeelflo.
.henever r alaultnneoue ly aueter both the tl» and energy fJr the
1 bit
"I11
*n lhe av«r»«» of every elx weeks, though
* bit over that time has elapsed thio timso
$»• n® il’w trail one, no painfully hand-wrought
fS°7 £!?!£••••** other words, the si.Tpleet possible
net ods are used. For two reasons* First, because I dont want
to make a full-time job out of this rnagazine but would still like
to have It appear fairly frequently. So, whenever I can cut comers
2LJ
8haU
so* Secondly, since much of RSV33W deals
with publ leat Ur a currently available, the less time that elapses
tween XXXXXXtxxpMtttma their publication and RWXEWa a earance.
the
So most of RBVIEW is composed while it is typed. Ko
J8 done’ No dummy ingv Ne justifyings You will find
^t9 ®ccafll*n*l Misspellings, repetition, even poor
JfJJJJfe- strike over, such as the one three lines above, will be
plentiful, I hope We doesn’t offend the sensibilities f r-readers, but that’s the way it is.
is to be the ultimate
OTiri»j\°^pret*osi8D*°
it will help any, you may consider
.wiVIBW to be a hurried letter Which I dashed off to you, but sim
ultaneously to twenty-nine other people*

For those who are reading this magasine for the first time- it is
• tradesine. It is available in trade for your magazine. in no
• -her way can you get a s'^oription, except for the slight excep
tions made in this Issue r 1 elsewhere. Please don’t ask me to
VU you on the regLing list of
unless you wioh to
I maybe able xo squeeze out extra copies for some non•oe-isionaUy3 but I can’t guarantee to do it as a regular
**♦

t

J• fcc}£?V^ar*U!Id••«• fantine specialised in polls.
. 5*£?* 8f
the 8a!^ with ^VTUWO Perhaps not ever issue,
h t probably every other issue at the minimum, cards would be Included
asking your views on certain things. Naturally at least one roll a
year would be devoted to balloting for the topfam of the ylar, and
on°whiehttkIh5at?P
?ut 1 think *® can think of anough things
<?h th fan 8 J®*!!*? ’nd spin ons are of general interest, to *
JJJJ® V * year-round affair. The selection would be small, since
^r?L8«C4lO’JlaHOn i8
But practically all REVIEW reader
J*28# 1411011 *»*ns their opinions are actually
bills I w^n?da^lT^°f fandom than the average. Unlike other current
th. winner
oywlete returns, a complete breakdown, not just
™ 'r£nnaTs» But here’s the catch. Will YOU co-operate. You woM-1
ven <▼«1!’‘°JP
ay
Just fillrnle3
them ’ out
ino Will
w-pJw
!?S
1 «and
et anail them
enthu=»ia?tiJ
re ponse i’ll junk the entire idea, let me know.

V L MO

REVIEWjLMJ. RSVZSVJ.......•...••o...
This is to be the most important section of EEVIEWo....,
but only if you make it that way....otherwise I’ll be
forced to fall hack on review? and coluhans

'..TJJ BALLARD

Blanchard, H.DO

Dear Vernon,
Jtnt got a copy of REVIEW today, and I’b so flattered at
being one of the 30 to receive copies, I’ll even go 90 far as
to answer it on such a hot, humid, heavy right.
Then, too, naturally I’d write to the editor of such a zine...
any fan should go out of his way to encourage a struggling Heo-fan,
and no-one but a neo-fan would hecto a zine nowdays. Oddly there
was a fellow with a name just like yours, used to be in SAPS, and
put out a printed mag...but if you strive, and seek to improve,
perhaps someday you too will rise to such heights. I will admit
this is a very good mag, and the hectoing was good enought that it
idn’t detract from the pleasure of reading it at all0 Tn fact
this was very good hectoing, and unless I happened to get an
especially choice copy, it was about the best job of hectoing
print that I’ve seen.
Like the idea of the mag, reviews, letters,and just comment
on anything that you feel like commenting on. It sounds like your
policy is to use anything you like, and I can’t think of a better
policy for a fan ed to follow* I particularly like your reviews...
they agree with ay ideas in the main. ..give new slants to things,
and., .heck they just remind roe of mailing comments in the APAS,
and I can enjoy mailing comments. A good fanzine commentary like
this is something that is needed. In the last year or two I’ve
almost stopped getting subscription fanzines...perhaps because they
were never reviewed in a way that would make me int retted enough ’
to svbsorlbte Every once in a while some special zine would get
an outstanding review, I-d get a copy, and it...OTTJS, QUAKER'S and
one or two others would be on my get list. I still don’t c^re for
all subscription zines, but there are a few I at least feel like
getting. I think your reviews this time were about right ...not
too soft, or not too hard...pan stuff if you feel it calls for a
bit of panning, but go easy on the new comers...when I used to play
in High School band, we roeived grades for band work, and the system
used was a sort of personal one...the director wouldn’t grade you on
just how well you could play, but how well you should play for the
experience and training you ’"ad had. He felt that you should keep
improving as long as you kept playing, and if he thought a member,
say the first chair trombone player wasn’t improving, or doing as
good as he should, he’d give him a lower grade, even though the
first chair player would be by far She best man in his section.
It looks like you are planning to use the same system in your
comments* and I’m all for that...what is very good for one fan,
isn’t at all praiseworth for another. Your reviews of the sines
I have read seem to hit it exactly.
Like the idea of the review and comments on the pro mags...
strange that in fandom where we*e all supposed to be critics of
stf magafat least thats what they tell us in the JHODOhAG^TlO
DI3SST)few people ever mention pro-stf, let alone review it.
Klee job of reviewing, I more or less agree with you, except I
doubt if I liked as many stories as you did...Tew stf stories pub
lished ” sse days are memorable, although they almost all seem te

be written better than they were yearn ago. Sometimes it b®®®8
like they are all writing, and no story. ((To which I’d like to
add a firm amen. This is, expressed in a nutshell, precisely
what has been bothering me for sone time. QALAT/, in particular,
has been a frequent offender in producing thio beautifully manu
factured, but Jodileos, weak tea. VoloUo))
When mentioning stf stories to a correspondents .1 mention
<?tf stories every year or so Just to let her know 1
I remarked that TEE LOVERS was an unusual ozory, but outRlue of the
switch in what they’d use in a pulp sine, and its probable place as
a turning point in stf, a history making story, it actually wasn’t
mdh of a story. Looks like you agreed. Wonder Just what the let
ter column remarks on THE LOVERS will be? Perhaps sone of the Star
Begotten will start a GOTZ (CRTSATE to Clean up Pro-Zinos )0 there will
claim it to be the sign that stf Is coming of age
Who knows, maybe
Barbara Payton to gxg play the kart in THE POUR SIDED TRIAL GIE?
Well now I know why I don’t got to the movieso Prevision.
So now I come to business.o.REVIEW ia offered In trades for
other fansines. Well I don’t put out a fanzine, but I do put out
a SAP3zine, and further down you put ae a special note to Redd
Boggs"! will trade for SAPSzines, though, and I’vo alw ys thought
the prettiest of blue are HURKIBS*.. This may risen that you’ll trade
for SAPSsines, or it may mean that you’ll trade for SAPSzines named
lIUMOUo Mlns is named OUTSIIERS, and enclosed is a copy...
It is legal to read OTTSIIERS now, since the SAPS dead-line
was last SAT’UDAY.
A
I doubt if I an- till on the mailing list for WASTE BASIS!, but
the only reason I didn’t ’..rite and ask for it is because you only
?ave it aw y. I liked tLa^ zine...but I felt gvilty getting it for
nothing. Sometimes I think I should take time to develop my criminal
instincts.
Sincerely

Wral Ballard
822 -Qth St.
Greeley, Colo.
I enjoy review* Do kMp me on yeur list* --Sometimes I have the
feeling that you’re a trifle too violently opinionated, however,
Lea. But ..Mat I tr de ORB FOR IT? This somehow leaves me with
the hinkling of an unfair tradeo Not that you aren’t more erudite
and sparkling than lil ol me. It’s Just that, OKB 13 SO EXPENSIVE£
^(No, Boh, you don't have to trade ORB for It* You get thio issue
became you have a letter in it. Anybody who has a letter printed
will get that issue, but only tha„ one. So If you are able to pro
duce a letter I feel is worth printing, and of general interest,
each issue, you don’t have to worry about tr idingc Otherwise, it
is strictly up to you whether you w^-nt REVIEW badly enough to
trade ORB for it
la perfectly willing to resubscribe to the
latter. But REVIEW is a tradezine, and save for the exceptions
I've made, it is unavailable ot'enrise.))
I tho’ight your fanzine reviews clever. RD features soice artwork,
carelessly reproduced, and some drud carelessly reproduced,. By
BOB JOBS

2

1

dint of “fferts or gvardian angel9 it occasionally manages to be
devastatingly clever. But not very often.
I will eventually read the 4-eided tri^. However, Leia, T want te
core tu blows about de-.r little Babe. She does not adnd‘tedlv,
have the talent of Marsha Hunt or Cathy O’Bonne 1T7" However, she
does have the talint of Ella Raines, Jane Wyman, Jean Teters or
Bancy Guild. Seldom Is she allowed to show it, however* I would
be wild to see Martha ^unt in the movie. However--let us not con
fuse intelligence, and personal magnetism- with acting perl ection..«
except in the moat ultimate tabulation.
Which is, What I think you are doing,
Payton is quite close to being brainless. She is quite stu id.
Yet, when she can be coaxed into noting, she does it quite credibly,
Quitei She has the gift of erfeot mimicry, plus the ability to
control her movements gracefully, and remember dialogue,. And she
is astonishingly attractive. Once the director tel's her what to
do,
e Appeals to be able to complete the finished action credit
ably. However, she is unable to Inherently grasp tbs Arnim of >>
rt, and give it ft rpark of inner varrtho Pew actre’«e« really
ean„ Among blondes that could do Triangle, T can think of only a
fewi Shelley Winters.. Dorothy McGuire, mybe Julie Haydon, Among
the brurettesoooJen Simons, Paula Raymond, Haney Davis, or maybe
Cyd
risse© Hndoubtedly, contracts would bar the last one3c"wh o
would, incidentally, be alront the best, Especially Chariesec
Her dramatic "Icturee have been artistic successes boxoff-’ce
washouts- Eobody has hard of her. -Tn
A-f movies this is
a necessary qualification.
Cutting back to Our Barbara. Admittedly she as
Garbo or Davis,
' ot even a Crawford or a lerr cr a Jones. -«/But she’s go* «ver
ng that Hayworth, Grable, or Lis Taylor haet And those gals
h ve been making producers and the American Male very hap v far
iliX-et tor
ysnr
And, , agh.e C. ’t3
•Bye now.
(( ell, each man to hiv taa’es, but it a hard for me to see how
sayon*, except maybe Pranchot Tone or Tom Heal, could call Bar
bara Payton astonishingly attractive. Personally, when it ooms
t attractive movie jtars I’ll tie Debbie ce-nolds or Marlene
lletrich, with various atopeffs in bet’^een.))

26601 so. Western
urprised very much with this little 9 sine. Contrary to what
you say in your editorial, the reproduction, considering’, was
x
rkablef And the content *...God, ~ only wish w** c^uld r:
half as rrich interest into fory pages as you manage to squeeze
into seven or eight. You would be a fool not to consider making
* fansine of qualit?'.. .providing yon could make ever; issue
ns 'nteresting as this one was.
.and you can quote me if' yon wish «»

405 E 62 St
Savanna, Ga.
■
'• ‘2
‘®c., aru a rec.^ list •... ...please mention sor'twii'*ra
in nextish of ??VT
that STysTTTFy has gone JAPA.

IRQ’3 P.hOSE

AMAZING ST0RIE3 — Sep. ’52

The word is that tfWG is going digest soon. If this means, as
I hope it does, that ANZ will be built into a full-fledged sister
to FANTASTIC, it will be a great day for stfans. In one sweep, we
will have lost two of our worst magazines, AMAZING and FA, and
acquired a new quality sine. Of course, after the long and unen
viable hist ry of AS, I’d just as soon they’d kill it also. At
any rate, svch a move will leave only OTHER WORLDS in the godawful
category. I is issue of AMZ is typically bad. VllliamP. McGivern
has a fairish tory on an ancient plot structure. And perhaps the
hackisst hack
the thirties, John Russel Fearo, missing for some
tin», has founc iis way back into print courtesy Oa Editor Browne.
ASTQTRipING sen Li FICTION — Aug. *52

Walter M. Miller Jr. isn’t exactly another Heinlein. But he’s the
closest thing to it among the young new authors. And X he manages
to write more like Heinlein did a decade ago when hewas at his
best than Heinlein himself does now. His "Cold Awakening» in this
issue is just another in the long list of very memorable •J0**®®*
........ I«m told that gimmick stories are on their way out. Telepa.-y,
telik&nesis, all the ESP powers, the van Vogt otyled
These are all devices x of the adolescent era of etf, 1940-50,
and wwt now b. laid aside for deeper probing into the philoeophical and cerebral reaches of our coming maturity, /ell, if this
is so, I wanna stay adolescent. For this type
J®^r®J®”^
science-fiction xxd at its most alluring and
1
I’ve always been a sucker for the story of the ordinary man vno
up on. morning to find he'. »wxir.d a *rand-n»«
t
normal power, and I intend to stay ttwt way. Which 1.
edly why I enjoyed "Love They Neighbor" so much.. .....Mark Clif toi
whose first story was most exciting and whose second yarnstarted
off in tremendous fashion, only to slump at the end, dis
greatly with his third which is a slick and entertaining piece of
nothingness.
RAJOU3 FANTAgriC MYSTERL 3 — Oct. ’52

For a brief interlude in early 1945, after a brief
f
a couple of much better than average issues and the wartime generated
laak of competition, thia was ray favorite magasine. But I
»
for me, it has now outlasted its excuse for existence, .he one or
two outstanding shorts a year fail to compensate the reader for the
large amunt of outdated trash which is dug up.
think of
aReally entertaining full-length novel FBM has
1948 (with the exception* of that special issue
’’The Time Machine" and "Donovan’s Brain", V
of which ca.. be
library) when
easily acquired at even a poorly-stocked px
ish
"The Devil’s
they printed the infinitely amusing and UNK
Sppon"o

Thio iosue has Sax Rohmer for those who like hire and the be?tknown (but not best) story by Jolin Collier, "Thus I lefute Beelzy”.
This deft little short shert is the definitive version of what X
fesl is the most heavily overworked plot in all fantasy, and that's
going seme. Since Collier and Tony Boucher have milked the invisible
playmate idea of everything it posse sees, is it asking too much to
request all the lesser writers (including practically everyone among
WEIRD TALiS contributors) to abandon the idea?

Fantastic — Fan

52

If net the brightest new star m the fantastic firmament, this is
certainly the newest bright star. Browne lacks something as an
editor, but he manage? to convene ate so aewhat by the resources
of his pocketbook^ Sech competent writers as Jerome Bixby and
xrlts L*iber stub their toes badlv in thds issue0 But the frequently
slick, frothy, and inconsequential Eric Frank Russell produce? the
pleasantest surprise in the issue? a ribald but not off-color plede
’
. aboboard and undisguised sex as I vs ever come across m science-fiotlon, none of it necessary to the
pleto The entire storv Is
told in a tongue-in-cheek manner, depicting the French characters
in precisely the manner Americans believe is typical of
the French# (And for all the authentic information I have to the
contrary they ax actually act in this fashion ) it shows the
dlr erence between an honest guffaw at the amusing relationship
between men and women and a behind-the-hand snlggeroc....Boucher*•
s**r Du-nny* is amusing, though hardly Monumental. Sturgeon's
Opposite", distinctly one of his minor and less s ccessful
2.
manages to make Just about every other author in the
field look like a blundering amateur5 Browne's passion for the
detective yarn has induced him to include one out and out mystery
Lan in the Dark* without the slightest pretensions toward either
•’ or fantasy, though H.B. trios ta alibi this in the blurb0 Truran Capote’s "Miriam* impresses me much less than seize other things
I’ve read by the most precocious and precious of the younger set.
The front cover is in slightly less poor teste than that of the
fif’t issue, while the back cover is almost as tremendously arrest
ing and enjoyable as the first in this series, though the omission
of the border previously used, tends to cheapen the impression.
Whatever else hie fault?, Howard Browne deserves a vote of tL&nks
far introducing authentic serious art to sf readers, many of whom
have never had a chance previously to view anything more profound
than the works of Hannes Boke
-?A2TAgTlC SCIENCE FICTION — Aug. '52
SCOOPS and THRILLS have long had the race for the all-time worst
promag strictly to themselves with OUT-OF-THIS-WRLD ADVENTURES
holding an uncontested lead in the strictly American category.
But their is a new contender for both titles. This magazine Is
almost unbelievably bad. Printed in girlie formt and on the ?ame
P^per, it has been burled with those magazines on most stands
which is Just Rs well. We doubt If many would buy it after seeing
the crude and washed-out botch of a cover anyway.* This magazine
carries a tremendous staff and stories bearing half a dozen difkTT x y"llne’,‘
not one nam® concerned with this mag is one
wbicn has ever been associated with either etf or fandom^ The
stories seem a triile more smoothly written than those in some of
the earlier defunct mag. But they are Ju?t as unreadable, or anyb

a trif e more. I was only able to w^ie through one story, and the
science (?i) in it made even me g?g, though I’ve been a longtime
opponent of the school which would make the science in each story
check out to the final decimal.o.......If this magazine sees a second
issue. I’ll be mildly surprised,, A Third issue would make me drop
dead irem pure astonishment. This thing even makes the infamous
FAIiTASY FICTIONAAITTASTIC STORIES look good.

FANTASTIC STORY MAJAZIly: — Sept. »52
I1 ve been reading and indexing » lot of old magazines in the last
3* recent into which I’ve delved are WOJTIER and
o^ARTLILG. Of the entire Gernsbach V0NIKR8, I oan think of not a
single full-length novel which was really readable. And in the
«?21LPTin!?f regularly *y STARTLING, I’ve found only one true
classic in all the Issues prior to the time when I started reading
ef SSJin^Th? thC*f X?44* ^-incident-1 with the accession
of Merwin. This novel was, of course, -The Black Plame*. PSK
ln!* these 014 r ' "’ines for its lead novel?
printed this fine story issue before last. And of all the novels
11119 m*
®*ands
In fact, I
waul* oay it 19 Probably the most famous and papuler sf novel of
all“ti™
the H.G. Wells novels which are well-known
chiefly as items of historical interest). I am sneaking. of
course, of SIAM, FSM broke precedent by going outside their
own properties and acquire reprint rights 25 £ abridge? Version
of this story, which appeared last issue. After these two titans
-•
«« magazine o.ui*
K
didntt. Presumably ths Merwin yarns are too recent to be reprint*4
and the buying of Jights is reserved for very^L!
’
occasions. This leaves F3M with a choice only among the afo *emenmaterial. Basily- the best contributor of novels
I™
$ clde) to the early STARTLIKG’e was Henry Kuttner. so
Snv^ttni?^ ae «<>Jd • choice as they could in picking one of the
t?” n?vei® for a follow-up. And, as I remember it, "A
iL
^8iJ<\Gon<lu®r* (wloh 1 read only about three months
2f°+9® I
h9T rereadln< ** this time) was about the beat
Plare*
**** tea compared to *The Black
a}®” •••••
seems to have switched over completely’
each iitu*
n°?®} Bnd lh® re9t °*w 9hort 8t^ies, *
in that
complete approval. They’ve been working
hi.? ir,tL
coupu
’i?yby ,tf’’ aldeat

^Lr1”8 *try ?8r •
guTUfB scrnrcB pictiok — srp. ’52

C^-T^etltlon is Just getting to rough f«r Pl’TTTW’
t+«
x.
Lowndes, is one of the b»e?t h-+F
4r.«
its editor, Bob
evidentlv lust
law
4 b ^.lla® “tniscule rates he peye are

-iter —. U..U ridioXV??’;

the opportunity to pick up fabulous diamond troiB-re on Fars. Evi
dently Nourse hag forgotten that diamonds have na intrinsic value*
except far certain commercial uses* and bring high prices only
oecau*e of an artificial msnopolyj perhaps the only successful
one In the world today. The story would have bean more plausible
if he’d even made it that old-standby of primitive sf authors^
golds which does have a certain amount of genuine value* even
despite the attmpte of recent decades to debunk it© Bud didn’t
you know* Alan© Nowadays the only thing which can bring that
rapacious gleam to the villain’s eye is uranium or plutonium?
or the unrtraped lady on the cover© •Small Pry* by Hunt Collins
is a faithful imitation of either Sturgeon’s "Mehwu* s Jet* or
Leigh Brackett’s “The Truants* or perhaps both* but this story
lacks their understanding of grown-up—childhood psychology and
is merely laughable where they were eerie and convincing© A
second-ssring ASTOUNDING psychological gimmick yarn Is contributed
by second-string ASTuUNDINw writer* H.B. Fyfe, But hitherto amateur
ish writer* D*vo Dryxoos* contributes -he one completely enjoyable
story in the mag a tine; a definitely amusing story called “The Facts
of Life*©
junior, just what you’re thinking ofocceconly not
ir <tuite the way ywu;re thinking©
GALAXY SCIENCE FICTION — Aug© ’52

I enjoyed James Blish’s "Surface Tension" when I read it©«cbut had
completely forgotten it by the time I sat down to write this review*
and had to look at the pictures to remember it© Fritz Leiber has
•ne of his usually powerful yarns© Leiber Tans need be tolde no
asfe© A couple oi newcomer* come up with typical uALAXY tales
whitfi are well-written but not much else© "Gravy Planet" manages
to generate a little excltemsflt in the first part of the last install
ment but ail in all, this is the poorest of the three® and it still
manages to leave a bad taste in my mouth©

IF — Sep0 ’52
Wonder who the new editor of this will be? Fairman Is now with ZirrDavlso though this issue still carries his name on the masthead©.©©©,
A few years ago a young writer* a protege of Fredric Brown’s* novaed
on the scene of science-fiction^ then vanished* but not bet ore ho
had left the field riche* by many fine xxsxur stories. He still
turns up an occasional story* but his best stuff was bitten while
living In Taos* B.M.^near Brown, and showed the Brown influence©
I’d say that Mx John D© MacDonald, under his various pen names*
turned out at least half of the best stories in. the postwar SUPER
ntB SCIENCE (quite a good magazine, for a while) during this
period* at the same time contributing heavily to other magazines.
But probably his finest story was the epochal •Cosmetics" which I
would unhesitatingly list as one of the fifteen best stories ASP
has printed since the war© Charles Beaumont’s "The Beautiful
People" would have much more impact* if It did not invite compari
son to "Cosmetics" to such a tremendous extent. But it’s inter••+.ing to read* If only to see what another writer can do wit'- thio
’’ea. It’s a tribute to MacDonald that no one has at"
to
te with him before in this usually larcenous flel

plots are concerned. L. Major Reynolds "Holes, Incorporated" is
the sort of thing the lesser magazines printed in great quantities
ten years age. Quite simple, but still amusing. "Marley’s Chain"
by Alan Nourse carries a w Hop, though it is a bit obvious. But
where did he get the nickname ’Sharkie’? I never did figure that
out. Mari Well is almost as peer a writer as Reg Phillips, if that
is feasible. L. Sprague de Camp is present with a feetnete re
his languishing career, a story called "The Space Clause". But
even at his me st insignif igant, de Camp like many ef his oontenperaries manages te put the yeunger set te shame with his possession
ef the quality that eludes them, pure class. This magazine ceuld
be very geed but seems te be suffering frem schizophrenia, and i»i
insists en printing a little Ziff-Davis styled rubbish every so
often.
IMAGINATION — Sep. ’52

This magazine Just can’t seem te get off ♦be graund. Met as bad
as OW er the Z-D pulps, it still has a tremendous lack ef worth
while steries. There Was "Special Delivery".......... and when elee
have they ever printed a really great yarn? Tep-netcher Damon
Knight has a GALAXY-slanted story which evidently didn’t make
the grade with «eld (understandably) in this issue. Daniel
F. Galeuye has a really chilling little horror yam. And Sill
Venable, about the only really active fan today who manages to
sell to the pros at the same time has an amusing short which is
definitely a notch above the usual IMAGINATION calibre. I would
be something less than broken-hearted if the magazine suffered
the same fate as the last one which Hamling edited. On the other
hand I have no aching desires to be rid of it, a la OT'ER WORLDS.
NEW '.WORLDS — July ’52

Little known in this country (most of his best work has appeared
in England), J. T. M’lntosh rune neck and neck with Valter Miller
for the title of best writer of the past couple of years. M’lntosh
doesn’t write quite so many good stories as Miller, but he doesn’t
(unlike Miller) seem to write any bad ones. He isn’t very prolific,
so his first novel (and the first serial NE'./ WORLDS has run) is
more than welcome. Its supermannish (or rather, superwomannish)
theme tends to bring M’lntosh closer ts the label of’the post-war
van Vogt*, which I have hesitated to use. But M’lntosh has much
more feeling and emotion than van Vogt ever displayed. F.G.Rayer,
Britain1® most prolific and dullest writer, tries a sequel to his
only good story to date, "Time Wae
He shouldn’tve. EE E.C.
Tubb’v ■ "Men Only" tends to nail down his position as the new
discovery of British science-fiction. (M’lntosh and mosT"of the
others seem to have first appeared in American magazines). Ameri
can fans wk don't bother getting this magazine are missing a pub
lication which easily tops all but the big four in America.

OTHER WORLD? — Aug. »52

Why Walter Miller finds it necessary to soil to this type of market,
I can’t fathom, but he keeps doing it. Fandom’s senior graduate must
have had a bad day when he bought this story. It’s nearly up to
Miller’s usual grade, so is abviously way ever the head ef RAP’s
readers. .In fact, Falser must have had a had week. There is a
quite readable var. Vogtish yarn by Charles deVet in thin issue, also.

PLANET STORIES — sePo • 52

Despite claims that Paul Andersen enjoys writing PLANET-styled yams
te the ASTGUNDING-type story which Andersen himself carried te its
ultimate perfection!, he still manages te insert a hit ef quality
inte his stories every se often. “The Star Plunderer" is k£ thudand-blunder ef a very high grade. There is some nice ireny in a
piece called "The Gun*o This is the sert ef yarn fer which I
remember PLAIirr when I first started reading it8 but it has been
regrettably absent fer seme time. I vender why. Rest f the
issue is the usual PLAIT T pablum. Don’t bether with it0

STARTLING STORIES - 3epo 952
I found the going te rengh en Jack Vance’s lead nevel "Big Planet*
te read very far. Surprising since Vance has develeped a very smooth
style during the last ceuple ef yearso R0J. McGregor has a very fine
short, "The Perfect Gentleman", which makes up fer Vance's defectien
however. But the ether short by Charles E. Fritch can be described
enly as peurtle0

TRILLING WONDER STORIES — Oct. ’52
Since WONDER is a much older magazine and has always maintained a
higher average standard of quality* it was something of surprise
when Standard picked START LING to go monthly,, it was possible
that they merely didn’t want to experiment with their more valuable
property* TJ8 (as Ziff-Davis appeears to have done in the case of
AKAZING)* but this reader* for one, hoped that they would soon
switch to a monthly format alec. But the current issue of TVS
announces a fourth magazine for their string, SPACE STORIES (not
to be confused with del Ray’a SPACE SCIENCE FICTION — it looks
like publishers and editors have completely run out of new ideas,
judging from the many near duplications now or recently in the
field) which sounds like a rival for PLANET. Personally, I would
much rather have six more issues of TWS each year. I have doubts
about the feasibility of the plano PLANET is the only magazine
which has ever succeeded in making space opera pay over a long
period of time*oo....at any rate, TVS, which had been indisting
uishable from STARTLING for a time* is now taking the lead over
itu sister once again. Both of the two latest issues have been
quite superior.. This one leads off with a typical recent-style
TVS yarn by Wallace West* but still a good one.....Ken Crossan
is present again. I once labelled him the poor man’s de Camp;
but considering the manner in which Crossan is improving and
the dead embers that were once de Camp, I’m afraid the simile
should be turned round the ether way. Crossan is definitely
doing better work, now, though still not up to de Camp8 8 prewar
standard when he set a mark for humorous stfantasy never equalled
before er since. Onetime planet editor* Paul Payne* has a story
about religion which even I find acceptable, while Roger Dee comes
up with a typical old-style TWS yarn (better than the new-style ones
in my unreconstructed opinion) which is thoroughly amusing. Big
weak ^pet of this issue is the revival of Magnus Rideiph. Why*
when most of us were willing to forgive and forget Jack Vance’s
early attempt'’ to ruin science fiction?

wairm t/jas — Sep. ’52

When SCPER SCIEl'CE folded, it left a void. No other K.ngazine weened
to be o-ble to M0WW the position of be-t Illustrated publication
in the field, a title which SSS had filled, h©werer imperfectly.
But WT, which continues t© publish the sane ©Id stiff, has thoroughly
overhauled its art department in the last year. This issue has a
Finlay cover w >ich looks more like it was d©ne by Freas (no insult
intended there t© either artist). WT has practically abandoned
Lee Brown Coye and their more mediocre artists. In their places
are a whole crew of premising young artists such a~ Arfstrom. Bright
new star at WT, however, is Eberle, probably the be it illustrator
currently working in the field. Thio particular issue has (with
the exception of a couple of small unsigned cuts) nothing but large
quantities of Finlay and Eberle. Which is quite a change from several
years a © when WT was the most poorly illustrated magazine in the
field, with the possible exceptions of Palmer’s horrors. Fiet’on
i** the usual thing. The overrun of Gavagan*s Bar tales from EOF
adds a n«te of sorely-needed humer t© this magazine. August Derleth wastes his time belaboring that poor old child’s invisible
playmate story araln, and etill man ges to come up with ©ne ©f the,
1' not the, best story in the is ue. Also fairish stories by St.
Clair,»t Curtis W. Oasewit, and David E;mon, It’s a pity Margaret
St Clair never lived up to the promise her early stories showed.
FANTASTIC AJyBFTJRES — Sep. ’52

Gsodyl Only one n»re it~ue of this. Thia magazine brought us the
two best novels of 1950, “The Dreaming Jewels" and “You’re All
Alone" plus a scattering of good short stories but its average
quality WR3 so low th t I’m happy to see it go. This Issue is
the usual ment 1 sweeping® with the exception of a quite good story
by Harry Walton, “The Hollow World". The theory presented here
is a bit hard to swallow; the method used presents son© obvious
flaws; and I, personally, have strong doubts about the drawbacks
of the life depicted. But it is still a rtory well worth reading.
U1IE SHOTS — a department devoted to novels presented in paper back
/orm, or magazines which carry only sne story per issue.

“Alien Impact" by ESC. Tubb, AUTHENTIC SCT^ECE 7ICTI0F #21
Tubb has been T«d Carnell’s number one discovery an here T bb branches
out for another publisher which has hitherto devoted Itself solely t©
juvCnilia. The plot isn’t original, the writing could have stood
polishing, nd there are are a few flawn in the plotting which indi
cate lack of s”fficient forethought. But thia is still at leant
twice as good as any previous offering by the British ASF, and must
be counted as ita entrance into the adult »f field. Xt kicks off
with precisely the same gimmick
Arimov’v "Ealf-Breed" and from
there or. the action comes thick and heaw. Ditto intrigue. But on
an adult plane.
"Rat Race" by Jay Franklin, GALAXY 80X8101 FICTION NOVEL #10

In th* flr^t issue of GALAX!, Groff Conklin reviewed this story,
re ri ed the plot, • ri p inned it unmercifully. Rnt Conklin” s revie*

only KEZzaxxlxg succeeded in making me anxious to read it* Evidently
the same was true of Gold, or else he doesn’t agree with his hook
review for here it is as a GSF novel, Mr, Franklin obvious idolized
the late Franklin Roosevelt and what he stood for, This political
slant is given full Klxnt ^ thKrtawrt play in the book and tike nest
extremist viewpoints, appears amusing at tires when examined by
someone who doesn’t share it. But making allowances for Hr- Frank
lin’ s soneWhat distorted views of how the worla as run, and the fact
that this book is not written in the conventional sf manner but
with all the devices customarily reserved for the sexy ’hard-boiled'
detective novels it is quite enjoyable. This originally appeired In
a slick magazine w and the writing is quite slick also, Not recommended
If you’re irUaa dyed-in-the wool conservative who’s sensitive about
his views. Otherwise, this is good fun,

"Rogue Queen" by L. Sprague de Carsps IKLL pocket reprints.
This novel got more hoopla than anything else published last ya^»
perhaps 25# of It deserved. It is well handled, the characterization
is much more firmly grounded than in most sf novels, and it is far
above anything else de Camp has produced since the war. But it is
a pedestrian plodding thing compared to some of his glorious prewar
larks in UNKNOWN and ASTOUNDING, The highly advertised sexual
element is actually lose potent and more academic than in several
recent pulp-published stories.

RBCOHMENZKD STORT^

VThe Beautiful People - Charles Beaumont - IF, Septeniber
Cold Awakening - Walter M. Miller Jr. - ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION
XThe Dangerous Doll - Daniel F. Galouye • IMAGINATION, September
The Eep Worlds - J.T.M’Intosh - NE’>r 1OHLDS, July
XThe Gun - Philip K. Dick - PLANET, September
The Hollow World - Harry Walton - FA^TAUTTC AIMS TVHE3, September
Love Thy Neighbor - M.C,Peaee - ASTOUNDING, August
Men Only • E.C.Tubb - NEW WORLDS, July
Xa Million Years to Conquer - Henry Kuttncr - FANTASTIC STORY MAG.
The Perfect Gentleman - R.J.NcGregor - STARTLING, Septenfoer
Please Me Plus Three - Walter M. Miller, Jr. - OTHER WORLDS, Aug,
The Politician Pretender - Kendall Fester Crosson - THRILLING WONDER
The Rat Race - Jay Franklin
XThe Reasonable People - Roger Dee, THRILLING WONIER STORIES, Oct,
Rogue Queen - L, Sprague de Camp
XThe Sex Opposite - Theodore Sturgeon, - FANTASTIC, Fall
The Sin of Hyacinth Pouch • Eric Prank Runsell - PANTA’ITIC, Fall
Thus I Refute Beelzy - John Collier - FAMOUS FANTASTIC MYSTERIES
XYesterday Hou ne - Fritz Leiber - GALAXY, August

Not a single Very Highly Recommended story this time, and a small
selection of Recommended, considering the large number of magazines
reviewed. No magazine got over two recoaraends and GALAXY got only
one. Could be the field is overproducing, huh? — Upon looking
this list over, I decided I’d been overgenorous, even so, so these
with an X in front of the title are stories about Which I had certain
re ervatienc in reooemending, although I personally enjoyed all the
above,
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’■« wae produced with little forethought or C rec Villis
j over this wav, naturally* Are you going to let him
Vv p
. 5 this to us? Can we stand idly by and see thia Irish
x ’dom down around us in shreds? Aris,., F*
Ir. '
, is menace from us. Join t' e Society to Drive Willis ]?ro»a
Pande—, Do it today! Don’t put off! Membership is only ^10.00
a piece, and a bargain at the price* Anyone who would pvt a frice
upon insurance of his future egoboo is no fanX (Associate memberhips available at one buck apiece). fiaixjaMXxanai Send your money
to Shelby Vick, WAW fund, Box 493, Lynn Haven, Floo Be r re and
state this is for the fund to drive Willis from fandom. I9m sure
if you do, Shelby will be only toohappy to provide you with a oer. ?
lii’icvte certifying that you have helped do your bit to save fandons •
(This offer open only to those* paying for full membership) DON’T
DELAY I I 1
Doo it'toonlte....
*5 - ’

— Speoiu?• Edition, October, 1951.

This was delayed either in the publishing or in reaching me. This
is Just another of Willis* Insults and is fascinating reading,
obviously not the s *: of thin? which any fan would care to be
caught reading. Down with Willisl

oyyrvArior

r.. ;.l

#s» Aprii/May, 1952

The usual interest eransned Slater-zine, but while I usually don’t
object to small type, this If carrying reductlor just a bit too
far. I have 20/20 vision, but even I found this a definite effort,
and a painful one, to read,
. x.;-", July 19i;., a "Fantascience Publication", is published Irregu
larly (bvt at least four tl ss a year), by Charles Lee Riddle, 108
Dunham Street, Horwich, Connecticut. Subscription price, 10/ per
ingle issue, $1.00 for 12 issues.

?

»

This in the best issue of PEON in ages, perhaps the best ever.
Star piece is a fine article by H.L. Gold with which I SgrwwxtaaklA
diwagree highly. While reading it, I resolved to write Gold a
letter bout certain points. As I found more and more things
with which I thought I had evidence at variance, and the letter
stretched out more and more, I decided to send a carbon to Riddle,
for possible publication, B’t When I came to the end of the aitlole I found Riddle actually soliciting rebuttals, which took all
the sport out of it. And since I was too short of time to take
up the natter immediately, my enthusiasm had waned before I got
around to it, which deprived H.L.Gold of a wonderful chance to
*
ignore me/make mincemeat out of me. Ah, well, he’ll probably
:i ver

e

1 c' ” r.'j

-

■ -v: it;' 'e let.

Dave

it present

with some views on politics vhich seem to indicate he believes any
^orm of political or economic thovght is fallacious and a result
of envoirenment and prejudice. You know, Dave, there are such
things as a man’s freedom tc make up his own Mind which can’t be
discarded in the airy superficial manner yon use (and which I’ll
admit has been the vogve recently with what a friend of mine calls
epithelial intellectuals) as just conditioning. The fact remains
that only a warped mind can label such a freedom as undesirable,
that we have had and still have this freedom to a great extent,
and that the R- ssians don’t. To this extent our society is obsergably more desirable than that of the Communists. I ll concede it
■ be i . - difficult to pr-ve our economic frttem superior, but
only that it is more difficult to throve0

*

somehow the two fanzines below got pulled out of the pile and
weren't reviewed with the rest.
FAIT?A TIC WORLDS, uhIfshod quarterly at 1942 Telegraph Avenueft
Stockton, (5aTfFomia. Subscription $1.00 per year, 2rK the
copy.

This fanzine has had the biggest adva oe ballyhoo of any faz I
know of. After the intense buildup, it is only natural that
the first issue should be a disappointment. Hot that it's a
bad fanzine. Far from it. It immediately takes it’s place
as one of the top half-dozen mags. But not et is it a KEKROMAKTIKDH or a SLOT. The artwork throughout is uniformly poor.
Ralph Rayburn Phillips, who cluttered up F^KRO is present in
yreat quantity, mere's the 1 ity. The editorial col turnip could
use some pepping up. Evidently they are still feeling their
way. This will probably be remedied with #2. Something of a
publishing scoop is Derleth’s history of Arkham House, probably
acquired through Associate Editor Sackett. After reading the
article, however, I am left with the same feeling KsxtxxpjtKttax
I get upon contemplation of N3F authors. With so little reward,
and so much frustration, why did Derleth persist? There Is an
embarraslngly worshipful Interflow with well-known fan but littleknown pro Gene Hunter. But high spot of the issue is Walt Willis'
"The Inmortal Gael* Which details an attempt to revive *30s Belfast
fandom This is one of Willis* very best pieces. It had been
thought that PARTASTIC WORLDS was t# be dominantly a fiction mag
but only three stories are present in this issue, a typical
Forrest J. Ackerman story, a typically b id fan story, and a
very fine little yam of near-pro quality by Tjby Duane. Meet
remarkable item of the whole issue is the advertising. Evidently
PW’s staff made a major assault on advertising bastions and with
some success. A number of the ads are professional, though associ
ated with the field (i.e», magazine dealers or the sort of literary
agent who advertises he can help amateurs) but one ad on the inside
cover is an ad for linguaphone, precisely the same ad Which ASF
hM been running off and on for some time. I dunm how FW did
It, but more power to them. Maybe they'll make fannioh publishing
pay, yet. All in all, a moot promising magazine, and a good one
already, even though not up to what is expected of it. Rev if
they can only jazz up their artstaff someway. Maybe they could
find some way to lure Arfstrom er Grossman back to the fold.

:iKKqg PI CT I Oh AD7E HT ISgR, 1745 Kenneth Road, Glendale 1, Calif.
Subscription price is 75/ a year, or 8 issues, $1.

Fandom's swat proxessional magazine* Continues to wend Ito success
ful but unsensatlonal way. Much of the magazine ia ads, and of little
Interest to this reader, but their articles are perhapa the best
in the field since science-fantasy review folded. Arthur Jean Cox
finishes his study of A.E. van Vogt. I could have used mo-e study
of the man and less of dianetios and semantics myself, especially
the worship of the latter, but all in all it is still a must article
for those who wish to know the why s behlno an author as well as
the what’s that ne proaucee. Thexe is one ox Dolien’s usualk fine
productions* ou the cover.
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